The Poets light but Lamps —
Themselves — go out —
The Wicks they stimulate —
If vital Light
Inhere as do the Suns —
Each Age a Lens
Disseminating their
Circumference –
(Emily Dickinson)
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Paradox of Humankind:
Superior Inferiority
Brash vanity ordains that Mankind be
Superior to all other life on Earth;
The curious source of this Mythology
Is Biblical – man‘s fount of wisdom‘s dearth.
Thus bold is he who advocates the case
Of Genesis errant, where metaphor,
As whimsical devise, cannot replace
Realities which each confirm the Core
Of Life: that every living form appeals
To substance greater than itself alone.
A single flash of intellect reveals
One Truth, as if inscribed in tempered stone:
Each bird and beast, each flowered weed, each tree
Expounds on Man‘s Inferiority!

Voices in the Wind
Though modern ears seem deaf to primal song,
Ideas seek – and probe – subconscious minds.
Where spirits walk, old muted voices long
To search – as dust now gathered by the winds –
To speak in silence, whispering to souls
Their sacred manifests of unsung dreams.
Then Suffrage of the land – through Gray Wolf‘s howls
And breath of noiseless Deer – expresses themes
As surely as the murmur of the trees
Announces wind and wingéd life, in kind.
And silently as Eagle rides the breeze,
These messages – the Sum of Life – remind:
Man‘s aimless, modern Din shall ne‘er transcend
The Wild – and Ancient – Voices – in the Wind.

Dark and Life
When darkness slips inside the end of day
And waning light extinguishes the sky,
There lives, in Dark, a light which deems to play
With shadows, speaking forth with passioned sigh.
For some, the dark of night insists a fear
That soul‘s at risk, though others sense the dawn
Scant hours away. For most, when light appears
Again, both sadnesses and fears are gone.
The love of life and land is catalyst
Which alters lives of all who dare believe
That dark is naught but shadowed light. Insist
That brilliance be a wondrous gift – receive
Its breath and give in measure, so to learn,
That life shines bright through darkness – in return.

The Mother Wind
The Mother Wind is birthed on open sea,
And then begins her transit toward the shore
Which waits her winsome breath. Eternity
Is hers alone. Her face reflects the door
Through which both past and future might be viewed
By those who dare to brave her chill. Her voice,
As Wisdom, whispers soft to minds thus queued,
And only empty souls cannot rejoice
Her message: ―Serenity deep within
Each self returns the glow of life like kiss
Of wave upon eternal shore. Begin
Each morn in my embrace, forget not this:
Revere the softness in the love of two
Become conjoined – to that one heart be true!‖

Written on the Wind
To feel each season‘s breath upon one‘s face
Is manifest delight when gentle rains –
With fragrances intact – recall embrace
Of absent love. The breaking dawn explains
With vivid hue the mysteries of the heart,
And stirs those passions deep within the soul
Which harbor love, though lovers be apart.
The nighttime sky displays eternal goal
Of life – soft points of light – illumined glow
Of reunited kindred hearts which cry
No more in loneliness, yet somehow know
Eternity embodies passioned sighs.
If death be final, dare it not rescind
These messages, as written on the wind.

The Vanished Ones
The voices of the Vanished Ones still speak
Through missives born of dust and scribed in stone,
Available to all who dare to seek
Their enigmatic wisdom – practiced – gone.
They understood the message in the winds,
In waters issued forth by rain and creek;
And too, in governance of thinking minds
Which found, in night-time sky, the means to seek
And so to know the times to glean, to sow.
They learned the paradox, the consequence
Of bounty‘s waste; with Nature thus a foe,
Their cities turned to dust. There‘s no defense
Of aftermath which overuse portends:
Diminishment of resource – Means – the Ends.

To A Friend
a simple wish
Emotion seems to drive the human soul
Through darkness born within, or light above.
Yet light, not dark, remains the fairest goal
Of those who understand the worth of love
And what it means for self to freely give
That smallest touch of joy. To love, to feel
Each moment of the days one has to live
Are life‘s rewards, and psalm of light is real.
And so, I hold my glowing lamp for you
Upright, that darkness leave on wing of prayer,
That troubles cease. Forever may the hue
Of Happiness assuage your every care
And fear in mind of those you love, all part
Of me – Illuminations – in my Heart.

Embraces
I see your words on written page, then view
The stars in darkened sky as points of light –
Outpourings of your heart in cosmic queue.
As thoughts of love illuminate my night,
My soul is drawn to yours and begs to be
Like river, mountain borne, in constant flow,
In search of the embrace of azure sea
Where life renews in steadfast mystic glow.
Sweet be the passage of this life, for I‘ve
Come to know my soul is outward bound toward
Waiting arms of thee, that when I arrive,
The glow within your heart is my reward.
My prayer is this: may journey never cease
Till we are one, our souls embraced – in peace.

Halcyon Memories
and ghosts
Hidden deep within the veiled dusts of time,
Halcyon memories lie – gathered by
Ghosts of those who once enjoyed life‘s sublime
Realities, where love seemed but a sigh.
And now the sighs have turned to muffled tears –
Shed – in sparse, soft, moments – in faint recall
Of dreams and happiness – those vanished years –
Now ever masked behind life‘s dusty pall.
Time has no mandate but to fly on wings
Of passage, aiming always at the vast
Darkness which lies beyond the end of things –
Where light glows but through loves known in the past.
Lament the dusty pall, the fears it bared,
But not the life and love that once you shared.

Apparition
Alone, I watch as dawn‘s illumined finger
Spreads crystal dance of light on wave and sand
Where impressions of our love still linger,
And breeze recalls the softness of your hand –
Your touch – which deep within my soul awoke
The ancient kiss of mist upon the sea.
Your essence brushed me, softly, to evoke
Eternal sense of peace – and mystery.
How beautiful, as glist‘ning of your hair
Became starlight, to know your soul and heart
Were one with mine. No bounty is so fair
As that. Yet now we find ourselves apart –
For I awakened, realized anon,
‗Twas but a dream. And you, my love, were gone.

Heartspeak
Admittedly, I grasp for words when I
Attempt to speak of Love and things akin —
It seems my feelings often run awry.
And though emotion from my heart within
Still clings to thought of you, I‘m unaware
Of how to say those things I see and know.
My love, you‘ve given me this cross to bear,
Its feathered weight – relentlessly – I tow.
Still, often do I thank the Gods above
For wordlessness. I can‘t foresee a fate
More kind than offers burden born of love –
So light – compared with burden born of hate.
I break my silence now, and say to You
Your Soul is bright – and Wondrous be the hue.

Eden
Deserted though by gods we often feel,
Eden beckons, still, through sea‘s quiet mist.
Born we are to sail life‘s frigate, sans keel,
Before the Mother Wind – our ship at list.
Internal light is all we have as guide,
Except for things already taught and learned.
And so it is, through instinct and with pride,
No single voyage in this life we‘ve spurned.
Now Love has grown within us, and we see
So many Truths unveiled, not known before;
Mists part, and grant rebirthed reality
In Eden‘s sea – soft waves upon her shore.
There, distant rainbows hold but one surprise:
How beautiful is Eden through our eyes.

Oasis
How often does the human spirit cry
In search of comfort, peace, or warmth for heart,
Or feelings which bring tears to stolid eye?
Such Truths and Beauties constitute a part
Of Love itself, and souls have much to gain
In sharing kindred dreams which they possess;
For any life can build on either pain
And dark, or otherwise on Happiness.
So, enter thee, dear love, into my life,
Pray, let your glow illuminate my door –
Enlighten me! Dispel the darkness, rife
Within my heart. And may, forevermore,
The presence of your warmth define the role
Of Love as an Oasis – for our Soul.

Echoes
The breaking dawn makes scarce a sound, and yet
Awakens Earth below while noiseless dew
Shares selflessly its essence, to beget
Moist softness in the grass. In distant view
The mountaintop is cloaked in snow, with not
An echo audible as lands each flake
To form a shroud of white. Each star, each dot
Of light In nighttime‘s sky, dares not forsake
The feelings manifest in souls below,
Yet silently, each echoes Love to cleave
The grip of loneliness. I sense the glow
Reflective in your eyes, and then retrieve
Those joys you freely give – and I rejoice
In all the Love which echoes in your voice.

Of Man; Of Wolf
The mountain throws a livid purple haze
As waning sunlight strays across the skies
And skims a craggy ridge. Man‘s towers rise
From valley‘s darkened floor as if ablaze
In ego – soaring – bluster unconstrained
By reason – or by feigned humilities.
Beyond the morrow‘s sunrise where the trees
Stand tall, the lone wolf‘s paw print, water-stained,
Confirms his passage o‘er a sandy trail.
Instinctive stealth, the weapon of his choice,
And fearsome howl – the bête noire of voice –
Explain to men why man, himself, must fail:
―My birthright is to live! Run wild! Run free
Of shackled chains! . . . No wonder You fear Me!‖

Of Flower and Mist
Drowned within the shroud of eternal sky
Essence lives, dressed in softest shimmering white.
Beauty is the flow‘r which, in garden, lies
Beside the rippling stream where mists are light.
Infinity collects in droplets. Dew,
Ensconced in winsome grasp breathes soft fragrance
And sweet scent of life to all who dare view
Nature‘s gift of love, in her wind-kissed dance.
Defilers are not welcome, for Beauty
Pursues naught but Truth and Love – her message:
Enter not unless you share this with me!
Render unto me your heart-sought passage;
Receive me as the soul of life and Love,
Yet gentle be – approach with velvet glove.

Manzanita
In Springtime, Manzanita calms one‘s sense
With flaunt of color, shape, and form‘s repose –
Conveyed with vivid flash of sentience
To all who see that every breeze which blows
Instructs each dancing bloom: ―Communicate
Life‘s earnest quests, its ever-wondrous goals.‖
Ethereal concepts, thus revealed, create –
Upon each flow‘r – reflections of our Souls.
And Muses too, embedded there within
Each tiny bit of beauty, dare imbue,
Along with Truth and Love, those once again
Delights which shift one‘s thoughts to sense anew;
Each bloom becomes a poem which lends, to me,
Divined sweet light – and images of thee.

Luz: The Light
A thread of light persists as darkness falls;
Luz, life‘s subtle flame, shines forth as beam cast
Sharp through reality‘s ere darkened pall,
Revealing hints of living soul‘s repast.
In darkness, too, the whispers of the muse –
Silent intonations, though heard before –
Evoke reflections of lives lived; a ruse?
Fires sensed by those who live become as cores,
Pure shafts of light. Collections of past times
Not readily dispelled arouse the Source –
The Souls of those long gone returned as mimes,
Intoning memories of Luz, a force
No darkness can conceal, nor dare it try
Extinguish light with shadow – or with cry.

Dust and Snow
Delight in life and love so often seems
Elusive to those hearts which dwell within
Bodies born of Dust. Endlessly, such dreams
Become a veiled reality, a din
Inside the soul which bares the inner light.
Exactly as the winter Snows enclose
All grey, returning world to brilliant white,
No darkness falls in dreamland‘s soft repose.
No thing in life means more than touch of love,
So as the Snow collects like Dust on trees
My spirit soars on summer‘s feathered dove
In search of thee, in quest of subtleties
That only we have shared – my heartsought prize,
How warm the love – reflected in your eyes.

Elegy on Elysium
Remembering Emily Dickinson
Embedded in the chambers of the Soul
Must lurk one tear to salve that Final Fate.
Immortality – sham – pretends the goal:
Life! Everlasting! Granted at the Gate!
Yet moments slowly slip away as life
Declines in worth. Sagacity must wane
In stark proportion to the weight of strife –
Collective triumph? Victory? Or gain?
Knowledge of finality is crossroad
Incarnate souls can only try perceive.
No salvage is available for load
So heavy, which Circumference dares reprieve
On buzzing Wing as Soul takes Final Flight –
Not closure, just a sense of Dark – or Light?

Xeric Xanadu:
A Paradise of Paradox
Paradise is Paradox: When silence
Affords the wistful mind a sense of soft
Rapture born of sand and rock, when intense
And windblown multi-colored clouds aloft
Drop scant rains on arid lands, life begins.
O‘er deserts vast, beyond the winter‘s edge,
Xanadus of xeric floral xanthins —
Profusive sprawls of hue-struck landscape — pledge
Another season rich of life, a year
Reduced in size and scope, till moment when
Aridity and heat-waves reappear.
Determined though it is to thrive again,
On withered wing, on waves of blist‘ring heat,
Xanadu joins Paradise – in retreat.

Of Life; Of Death
On arid plains and hillsides in the Spring,
Resilience savors warmth and gentle breeze.
In desert silence filled with buzzing wing,
Life‘s essence bridles forth, though never sees
Black clouds which roil beyond the summered hill.
There, darker fates, with patience, trace their prize,
And silently as cougar stalks to kill
The fawn, each holds its breath — in Cold surprise.
None can rescind that fate which serves all fates.
Though grace and love each glory in the bloom
Of life, no soul alive e‘er hesitates
Upon its road, in journey toward its tomb.
Each disavows, like flow‘r as petals fall,
That final death — which lives within us all.

